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In this paper, we "rst determine the exact values of s (2, t), a function de"ned by
X.-D. Hou [preprint], which depends on the structure of GR(4, t). This result gives the
exact range of parameters of the partial di!erence sets in Zt
4
constructed by Chen et al.
(J. Combin. „heory Ser. A 76 (1996), 179}196) and Hou (preprint). Second, we
construct a new family of (22t, 2t, 22t, 2t) relative di!erence sets in abelian 2-groups of
rank as low as t#vt
2
w. This is a signi"cant reduction over the previous minimum of 2t
found in Davis (Discrete Math. 103 (1992), 7}15). ( 2000 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
A k-element subset D of a "nite multiplicative group G of order v is called
a (v, k, j, k)-partial di+erence set (PDS) in G provided that the multiset of
&&di!erences'' Md
1
d~1
2
Dd
1
, d
2
3D, d
1
Od
2
N contains each nonidentity element
of D exactly j times and each nonidentity element in GCD exactly k times.
A k-element subset D of a "nite multiplicative group G of order mu with
subgroup ; of order u is called an (m, u, k, j)-relative di+erence set (RDS)
in G relative to ; provided that the multiset of &&di!erences''
Md
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N contains each nonidentity element of GC;
exactly j times and each nonidentity element in ; is not contained in the130
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LOW RANK RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS 131multiset. Two central questions guide research into these types of di!erence
sets: First, what sets of parameters will have a group which contains a di!er-
ence set of the given parameter set, and second, for a given parameter set,
which groups of the appropriate order contain a di!erence set with these
parameters. In this paper, we concentrate on the "rst question for PDSs in
2-groups, and we concentrate on the second question for RDSs in 2-groups.
We use computations in Galois rings to demonstrate that our constructions
match the de"nitions of these di!erence sets.
A construction of PDSs due to Chen et al. [3] was recently generalized by
Hou [9]. In both cases, the group for the PDS was Zt
p2
, the additive group of
the Galois ring GR(p2, t). The parameters for the PDS are v"p2t,
k"r (pt!1), j"pt#r2!3r, and k"r2!r, where r"lpt~s (p, t)#e,
14l4ps (p, t), e"0, 1, and s (p, t) is a technically de"ned function of p and
t which depends on the structure of the Galois ring GR(p2, t). We note that
the parameters (p2t, r(pt!1), pt#r2!3r, r2!r) are Latin square type
parameters for PDSs. It is well known that PDSs with such parameters exist
in elementary abelian p-groups Z2t
p
for every r4pt#1 (see, for example, Ma
[12]). The aforementioned function s (p, t) measures that to what extent the
parameters of Latin square type PDSs in Z2t
p
can be carried over to the
groups Zt
p2
. Hence it is an interesting problem to determine the exact values of
s(p, t).
Hou in [9] states &&The exact values of s (p, t) seem di$cult to determine.''
We solve the p"2 case by relating s (2, t) to the Witt index of certain
quadratic forms in characteristic 2. Speci"cally we show that s (2, t)"xt
2
y.
This result tells us the exact range of the parameters for the PDSs constructed
in the papers cited above in the case p"2.
A construction of RDSs due to Davis [4] implies that any abelian 2-group
of rank at least 2t will have a (22t, 2t, 22t, 2t)-RDS relative to any elementary
abelian subgroup of rank t. (The construction also works for many
nonabelian examples). The only known example of a group of order 23t of
rank less than 2t which contains an RDS with the parameters listed above is
the example due to Arasu and Sehgal [1] with t"2. Ray}Chaudhuri and
Xiang [14] demonstrated how the exceptional example could be constructed
by using the Galois ring GR(4, 2). We generalize the Galois ring computa-
tions in this paper to show that any group of order 23t with a subgroup
isomorphic to Zt
4
]Zvt@2w
2
has an RDS with the speci"ed parameters. This
construction demonstrates that the rank of the group containing
a (22t, 2t, 22t, 2t)-RDS can be as small as t#vt
2
w instead of 2t.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains
a brief outline of the character theoretic tools we will use to verify our
constructions as well as a primer on the basics of Galois rings. Section 3
provides a historical perspective on the problems we address. Section 4 con-
tains the constructions of PDSs and RDSs together with their proofs. We
132 XIANG AND DAVISconclude Section 4 with observations of connections between out work and
other areas of the theory of di!erence sets.
2. CHARACTER THEORY AND GALOIS RING PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we limit our attention to abelian groups. In that context,
a character of an abelian group is a homomorphism from the group to the
multiplicative group of complex roots of -1unity. Starting with the important
work of Turyn [15], character sums have been a powerful tool in the study of
di!erence sets of all types. The following lemmas state how character sums
can be used to verify that a subset of a group is a PDS (the "rst lemma) or an
RDS (the second lemma).
LEMMA 2.1. ‚et G be an abelian group of order v and D be a subset of G so
that Md~1 Dd3DN"D. Suppose k, j, and k are positive integers satisfying
k2"kv#(j!k)k#k!k (when the identity element is not in D). „hen D is
a (v, k, j, k)-PDS in G if and only if, for any character s of G,
+
d |D
s (d)"G
k
(j~k)$J(j~k)2`4(k~k)
2
if s is principal on G
if s is nonprincipal on G.
In our case, v"22t, k"o(2t!1), j"2t#o2!3o, and k"o2!o,
where o"l2t~xt@2y#e, 14l42xt@2y, and e"0, 1, so the nontrivial character
sums over the subset D need to be either !l2t~xt@2y or 2t!l2t~xt@2y.
We include these values for completeness. Interested readers are referred
to Hou [9] for details on how these character theoretic computations are
done.
LEMMA 2.2. ‚et G be an abelian group of order mu, let ; be a subgroup of
G of order u, and let D be a subset of G with k elements. „hen D is an
(m, u, k, j)-RDS in G if and only if, for any character s of G,
K +
d |D
s (d) K"G
k if s is principal on G
Jk!jk if s is nonprincipal on G but principal on ;
Jk if s nonprincipal on ;.
We will focus on the parameters m"22t, u"2t, k"22t, and j"2t,
implying that the nontrivial character sums need to be either 0 or 2t in
modulus. When k!ju"0, the RDS is known as semiregular.
Semiregular RDSs have been extensively studied by Davis and Jedwab [5].
In that work, the authors introduce the notion of a building set. An (a, m, t)
building set (BS) on a group G relative to a subgroup ; is a collection of
LOW RANK RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS 133t subsets of G, each containing a elements, with the property that for every
nonprincipal character s of G,
(i) exactly one subset has a nonzero character sum of modulus m if s is
nonprincipal on ; and
(ii) all of the subsets have a character sum of 0 if s is principal on ;.
Combining Lemma 2.2 with the de"nition of a building set, we get the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose there exists an (a, Jat, t) BS on a group G relative
to a subgroup ; of order u. „hen there exists an (at, u, at, at/u)-RDS in G@
relative to ;, where G@ is any group containing G as a subgroup of index t.
We will construct a (2t`vt@2w, 2t, 2xt@2y ) BS in Zt
4
]Zvt@2w relative to Zt
2
, and
Theorem 2.3 implies that we will be able to construct RDSs from this with
rank t#vt
2
w.
In order to construct the BS, we need to recall the basics of Galois rings.
Interested readers are referred to Hammons et al. [8] and Hou [9] for more
details. Let p be a prime. A Galois ring over Z
p2
of degree t, denoted GR(p2, t),
is the quotient ring Z
p2
[x]/S'(x)T, where ' (x) is a basic primitive polynomial
in Z
p2
[x] of degree t. Hensel's lemma implies that such polynomials exist. The
ring GR(p2, t) is a "nite local ring with unique maximal ideal pGR(p2, t), and
GR(p2, t)/pGR(p2, t) is isomorphic to the "nite "eld GF (pt) with pt elements.
If g is a root of '(x), then a „eichmuK ller system for GR(p2, t) is
T"M0, 1, g, g2,2, gpt~2N. An arbitrary element a of GR(p2, t) has a unique
representation a"a
0
#pa
1
for a
0
, a
1
3T, and units in GR(p2, t) have the
form gi (1#pa), 04i4pt!2, a3T. The Frobenius map f from GR(p2, t) to
itself is the ring automorphism f : a
0
#pa
1
>ap
0
#pap
1
. This map is used to
de"ne the trace „ from GR(p2, t) to Z
p2
, namely, „ (a)"a#af#2#aft~1,
for a3GR(p2, t). The trace of a Galois ring can be used to de"ne all of the
additive characters of the ring, as demonstrated in the following well-known
lemma.
LEMMA 2.4. ‚et s be an additive character of GR(p2, t). „hen there is
a b3GR(p2, t) so that s (x)"mT (bx)
p2
for all x3GR(p2, t), where m
p2
is a primi-
tive p2th root of unity.
3. RECENT HISTORY
Relative di!erence sets with parameters (22t, 2t, 22t, 2t) were constructed by
Davis [4] by using a 2-dimensional vector space< over GF(2t), the "nite "eld
with 2t elements. A simple counting argument shows that there are (2t#1)
1-dimensional GF(2t)-subspaces, or hyperplanes, of <. If we make one of the
134 XIANG AND DAVIShyperplanes the forbidden subgroup, the other 2t hyperplanes form
a (2t, 2t, 2t) BS in the additive group of < relative to the special hyperplane.
Theorem 2.3 shows how to use this building set to construct RDSs with the
appropriate parameters. Currently, the only improvement on this construc-
tion was discovered by Arasu and Sehgal [1] for the t"2 case. They
exhibited an (8, 4, 2) BS in Z2
4
]Z
2
relative to the subgroup Z2
2
contained in
Z2
4
. Ray}Chaudhuri and Xiang [14] showed how to view this in terms of
Galois rings, and this viewpoint served as motivation for the RDSs which will
be constructed in the next section.
Ray}Chaudhuri and Xiang also constructed PDSs in their paper [14] by
using Galois rings. (Soon after the construction of PDSs of Ray}Chaudhuri
and Xiang [14], Leung and Ma [10] showed one of the conditions in that
construction can be dropped). The similarity in the constructions was the "rst
clue that there would be a relationship between constructions of RDSs and
constructions of PDSs. Chen et al. generalized this construction in a later
paper [3], and Hou has recently generalized that construction even further in
[9]. In each of these cases, the construction hinges on a subspace = of the
"nite "eld GR(p2, t)/pGR(p2, t) with certain properties. In order to under-
stand what properties this subspace must have, we need to introduce some
notation. We are following Hou's notation in [9] below.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let T be a TeichmuK ller system for the Galois ring
R"GR(p2, t), let n: RPR/pR be the canonical epimorphism, and let q:
R/pRPT be the inverse of the restriction of n on T. De"ne
s(p, t)"maxMdim= D= is a GF (p)-subspace of R/pR
such that q(=) generates a subgroup of R of rank(tN
In [9], Hou states &&Roughly speaking, s (p, t) is the largest integer s such
that there is an s-dimensional subspace =LGF (pt) such that the preimage
of = in the TeichmuK ller system of GR(p2, t) is contained in a subgroup of
GR(p2, t) of rank(t.'' We want the subgroup generated by the preimage of
= to have rank less than t so that the elements of that subgroup will all fall
within the kernel of one of the additive characters of GR(p2, t), and that will
allow the character sums in the constructions to work out as we desire. We
want the subspace = to be as large as possible because maximal values for
the dimension of the subspace allow maximal #exibility in the parameters for
the PDS, as evidenced in the next theorem in [9].
THEOREM 3.2. ‚et R"GR(p2, t). „hen there are (p2t, o (pt!1),
pt#o2!3o, o2!o) PDSs in the additive group of R, where o"lpt~s(p, t)#e,
14l4ps(p, t), e"0, 1.
LOW RANK RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS 135Thus, the question of what parameter sets in the above theorem will
support a PDS in Zt
p2
simpli"es to a question of computing the values of
s(p, t). We do that in the next section for the case p"2. In order to set that
up, we give an equivalent de"nition which will be easier to work with
computationally.
DEFINITION 3.3. (Alternate De"nition). LetT be a TeichmuK ller system for
the Galois ring R"GR(p2, t), let n: RPR/pR be the canonical epimorphism.
De"ne
s(p, t)"max
a|1`pT
Mdim= D= is a GF(p)-subspace of R/pR
and =-Mn (x)3R/pR D„ (ax)"0, x3TNN
The equivalence of De"nitions 3.1 and 3.3 can be easily proved, as can be
found in Hou [9].
4. CONSTRUCTIONS OF PDSs AND RDSs
In order to get the exact range of the parameters of the PDSs in Theorem 3.2,
we need to compute the actual values of s(p, t). De"nition 3.3 indicates how we
can answer that question. We will concentrate on the case p"2. The deter-
mination of s(p, t) for odd p still seems di$cult.1 We need to study the set
Z
a
"Mn (x)3R/2R D„(ax)"0, x3TN
for a31#2T, where R"GR(4, t),T is a TeichmuK ller system of R, and n is
the canonical epimorphism from R to R/2R. Following the paper by Ham-
mons et al. [8], we write the element „(ax) 2-adically,
„ (ax)"b
x
#2c
x
,
where b
x
, c
x
3M0, 1N. If we set a"1#2m, where m3T, and write xN for n (x),
we have
b
x
"tr(xN ),
c
x
" +
04i:j4t~1
xN 2i`2j#tr(gxN ),
where tr is the trace from GF(2t) to GF (2), and g"n (m)3GF(2t).1This problem has been recently solved by Xiang-dong Hou, Ka Hin Leung, and Qing Xiang.
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Q(xN )" +
04i:j4t~1
xN 2i`2j. (4.1)
Then
Z
a
"MxN 3GF(2t) Db
x
"0, c
x
"0N
"MxN 3GF(2t) Dtr(xN )"0, Q(xN )#tr(gxN )"0N. (4.2)
Hilbert's Theorem 90 [11, p. 56] allows us to reduce the two conditions in
the last set in (4.2) to one.
THEOREM 4.1. ‚et GF(2t) be a ,nite ,eld with 2t elements. „hen for
a3GF(2t) we have that tr(a)"0 if and only if a"b2#b for some b3GF(2t).
If we write xN "y#y2 for y3GF(2t), then Z
a
"My#y23GF (2t) D
Q(y#y2)#tr (g(y#y2))"0N. The following lemma simpli"es this condi-
tion even further.
LEMMA 4.2. For y3GF (2t), Q(y#y2)"tr(y#y3).
Proof. Since Q(x)"+
04i:j4t~1
x2i`2j for x3GF (2t), we have
Q(y#y2)" +
04i:j4t~1
(y#y2)2i`2j
" +
04i:j4t~1
(y2i#y2i`1)(y2j#y2j`1)
" +
04i:j4t~1
(y2i`2j#y2i`1`2j#y2i`2j`1#y2i`1`2j`1)
" +
04i:j4t~1
(y2i`1`2j#y2i`2j`1).
After some routine but tedious computations, we obtain
Q(y#y2)"t~1+
i/0
y2i#t~1+
i/0
y2i`2i`1"tr (y#y3). j
By Lemma 4.2, the condition Q(y#y2)#tr(g(y#y2))"0 is equivalent
to tr(y#y3#gy#gy2)"0, which in turn is equivalent to
tr(g2#g#1)y2#y3)"0. We de"ne the 2-linearized polynomial
R(y)"(g2#g#1)y#y2 over GF (2t), so the condition we need to study to
understand the set Z
a
is QR (y)"tr(yR (y))"0.
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GF(2)-vector space <"GF (2t). Moreover, Rad<"GF (2) if t is odd, and
Rad<"GF (4) if t is even.
Proof. De"ne B (x, y)"QR (x#y)!QR (x)!QR (y). Since B (x, y)"
tr(xR(y)#yR(x)"tr(xy2#x2y) is a bilinear form, QR (y) is a quadratic
form on < as claimed. The radical of this quadratic form is
Rad<"Mx3< DB(x, y)"0 for every y3GF (2t)N
"Mx3< Dtr(xy2#x2y)"0 for every y3GF (2t)N
"Mx3< Dtr((x2t~1#x2)y)"0 for every y3GF (2t)N.
In the last set, combining the condition tr((x2t~1#x2)y)"0 for every
y3GF(2t) with the fact that the trace is nondegenerate implies that
x2t~1#x2"0. If we square this equation, we get x2t#x4"0, or equiva-
lently, x"x4. When t is odd, the only solutions to this are 0 and 1, so
Rad<"GF (2), while in the t even case there are four solutions, so
Rad<"GF (4) as claimed. j
We note that a quadratic form in characteristic 2 is not necessarily zero on
its radical. De"ne <
0
"Mx3Rad< DQR (x)"0N. Since QR(1)"tr((g2#
g#1)1#1)"tr(g2)#tr(g)"0, it follows that <
0
contains GF(2) as subset.
In the t odd case, by Lemma 4.3, this implies that <
0
"GF (2). In the t even
case, <
0
depends on our choice of g.
Now that we have demonstrated that the computation of s(2, t) depends on
understanding the quadratic form QR (x), we can appeal to the theory of
quadratic forms to determine the values we are looking for.
THEOREM 4.4. 1. If t is odd, then s (2, t)"t~1
2
.
2. If t is even, then s (2, t)" t
2
.
Proof. We will use some theory of quadratic forms in characteristic 2.
Most of the material on quadratic forms we will use can be found in [2, 7].
&&1: t odd.'' By Lemma 4.3, Rad<"GF (2). We have Rank(QR)"t!1.
Note that in this case we have <
0
"Rad<"GF (2). Since t!1 is even, the
quadratic form QR is either hyperbolic or elliptic depending on the choice of
g. De"ne N(QR)"DMy3GF(2t) DQR(y)"0ND. If QR is hyperbolic, then
N(QR)"(2t#J2t ) 2)/2"2t~1#2(t~1)@2.
If QR is elliptic, then
N(QR)"(2t!J2t ) 2)/2"2t~1!2(t~1)@2.
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is a codeword of the dual of the
2-error-correcting BCH code. A detailed knowledge of the weight distribu-
tion of the dual of the 2-error-correcting BCH code ([13, p. 451]) tells us that
there exists a codeword () ) ) ,QR (y), ) ) ))y |GF (2t)*
of weight 2t~1!2(t~1)@2.
Therefore we may choose g so that QR is hyperbolic, which implies that
QR&x1x2#2#xt~2xt~1. By the theory of quadratic forms, speci"cally
the Witt index, the maximum dimension of a subspace ; of the (t!1)-
dimensional space </<
0
on which the quadratic form QR vanishes is t~12
.
When we consider the maximum dimension of a subspace of <"GF (2t) on
which the quadratic form QR vanishes, we add the dimension of <0 to the
dimension of; to get a dimension of t~1
2
#1. Finally we note that our goal is
to "nd the maximum dimension of a subspace in the set Z
a
"
My#y23GF(2t) DQR (y)"0N. The map f (y)"y#y2 is a linear map from
GF(2t) to itself with kernel GF(2), so the maximum dimension of a subspace
inside Z
a
is (t~1
2
#1)!1"t~1
2
as claimed.
&&2: t even.'' In this case, we already know that s (2, t)5 t
2
(see [9]).
Following the reasoning above, the theory of quadratic forms in character-
istic 2 implies that Rank(QR)"t!1 if <0"GF(2)LRad<"GF(4) and
Rank(QR)"t!2 if <0"Rad<"GF (4). We know that s(2, t)5 t2, imply-
ing that we can choose g3GF (2t) so that Rank(QR)"t!2, <0"
Rad<"GF (4), and QR&x1x2#2#xt~3xt~2. The maximum dimension
of a subspace; of the (t!2)-dimensional space</<
0
on which the quadratic
form QR vanishes is t~22
" t
2
!1. When we add this to the dimension of<
0
, we
get t
2
#1. Finally, the linear map f (y)"y#y2 reduces the dimension of
a subspace insideZ
a
by 1, yielding a maximum of ( t
2
#1)!1" t
2
as claimed.
j
Several remarks are in order.
1. To put this theorem in historical context, the idea of showing that
s(2, t)5 t
2
for t even is already in Chen et al. [3]; Hou [9] presented
a complicated lower bound for s (2, t) for t odd (the lower bound applies to
s(p, t) for odd p also). Theorem 4.4 dramatically improves the lower bound
for t odd as well as proving the upper bounds for both the even and odd cases
which demonstrate that the lower bounds are sharp.
2. In Theorem 4.4, when t is even, since we already know that
s(2, t)5t/2, in order to show that s (2, t)"t/2, it su$ces to prove s(2, t)4t/2.
We could have done this very quickly by using the Witt index of the
nonsingular qudratic form Q(x)#tr(g2x2) over GF (2t), where t is even and
Q(x) is de"ned in (4.1). We give the above detailed proof because we want to
identify the subspace of maximum dimension in the set Z
a
more explicitly.
3. One can easily deduce a formula for the cardinality of Z
a
from the
proof of Theorem 4.4. For example, in the t odd case, we know that
N(QR)"2t~1$2(t~1)@2. Since QR (y)"0 i! QR(y#1)"0 for y3GF (2t), we
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a
"My#y23GF (2t) DQR(y)"0N is
1
2
)N(QR)"2t~2$2(t~3)@2.
This provides an alternate proof for the formula of n
0
on p. 310 of the paper
by Hammons et al. [8]. One can of course deduce formulas for n
2
, n
1
, n
3
on p.
310 of [8] in a fashion similar to this.
We now give the construction of PDSs. This construction is the same as
that in [3, 9] except that we can give the exact range of parameters by using
Theorem 4.4. The reason we present the construction here is that we will use
this to construct RDSs later.
Let R"GR(4, t), T be a TeichmuK ller system for R, and let T*"TCM0N.
By Theorem 4.4, there exists an element a31#2T such that the set
Z
a
"Mn (x)3GF(2t) D„(ax)"0, x3TN contains a GF(2)-subspace = of
GF(2t) of dimension xt
2
y. The element a and the subspace= are "xed as such
for the rest of the paper. Since a is a unit in R, it de"nes an additive character
s : x>J!1T (ax) (4.3)
of R of order 4. By Lemma 2.4, we know that
sb : x>J!1T (bax) (4.4)
gives all additive characters of R as b runs through R. We note that
sb(x)"s (bx) for every x3R.
Following Hou [9], we de"ne a nondegenerate inner product
S) , )T: R/2R]2RP2Z
4
:Z
2
(xN , 2y)>„(2axy)
for every x, y3R, where a is the element in 1#2T chosen above, and „ is
the trace from R to Z
4
.
Let = be the xt
2
y-dimensional subspace of R/2R identi"ed above, and let
<"=M"Mz32R DSx, zT"0, for every x3=N. Then < is a vt
2
w-dimen-
sional subspace of 2R. Let a
1
, a
2
,2, a2
xt@2y be a complete set of coset represen-
tatives of < in 2R, and for i"1, 2, 3,2, 2xt@2y, de"ne
D
i
"M(1#a
i
#x)y Dx3<, y3T, yO0N :"Z
x |V
(1#a
i
#x)T*. (4.5)
Then we have the following lemma from [9] (the only di!erence is that the
spaces = and < are speci"ed here).
140 XIANG AND DAVISLEMMA 4.5. =ith the above notation, and sb as de,ned in (4.4), we have
sb (Di)"G
D<D(2t!1), b"0,
!D<D, b32RCM0N,
!D<D, b"m (1#2g), m3T*, g3T, 2g#a
i
N<,
2t!D<D, b"m (1#2g), m3T*, g3T, 2g#a
i
3<.
The proof is the same as that in [9].
COROLLARY 4.6. ‚et R"GR(4, t). „hen there are (22t, o(2t!1),
2t#o2!3o, o2!o) PDSs in the additive group of R, where o"l2t~xt@2y#e,
14l42xt@2y, e"0, 1.
Proof. With the notation the same as those introduced before Lemma 4.5,
for any subset Mi
1
, i
2
,2, ilN-M1, 2, 3,2, 2
xt@2yN, de"ne D"D
i1
XD
i2
X2
XD
il
. Then using Lemma 4.5 and simple character sum computations, we see
that D is a (22t, o (2t!1), 2t#o2!3o, o2!o) PDS in R with o"l2t~xt@2y,
and DX (2RCM0N) is a (22t, o (2t!1), 2t#o2!3o, o2!o) PDS in R with
o"l2t~xt@2y#1. j
We now turn our attention to RDSs. We will follow the notation intro-
duced before the statement of Lemma 4.5. We remind the reader that
Ma
1
, a
2
,2, a2xt@2yN is a complete set of coset representatives of < in 2R. De"ne
the subsets in the additive group G"(R, #)]<
B
1
" Z
x|V
((1#a
1
#x)T, x)LR]<,
B
2
" Z
x|V
((1#a
2
#x)T, x)LR]<,
2
B
2
xt@2y" Z
x|V
((1#a
2
xt@2y#x)T, x)LR]<.
where ((1#a
i
#x)T, x) stands for the set M((1#a
i
#x)h, x Dh3TN. Then
we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.7. =ith the de,nition of the subspaces =, < and the sets B
i
given as above, we have MB
1
, B
2
,2, B2xt@2yN is a (2t`
vt@2w, 2t, 2xt@2y) building set in
G"(R, #)]<:Zt
4
]Zvt@2w
2
relative to ;"2R]M0NLR]<.
Proof. Every character of G has the form sb? sc, where sb(x)"s(bx),
sc(x)"s (cx) for x3R, and s is de"ned as in (4.3). We will compute the
character sums sb ? sc (Bi) and show that they match those required by the
de"nition of a building set.
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sb(Di)"0, by Lemma 4.5, here Di is de"ned in (4.5). So we will consider the
case in which sb is of order 4. It su$ces to consider those characters sb? 1,
with b"1#2e, e3T. We have
s
1`2e? 1(Bi)" +
x |V
s
1`2e((1#ai#x)T)
"D<D# +
x |V
s
1`2e((1#ai#x)T*)
"D<D#s
1`2e(Di),
where D
i
is de"ned in (4.5). Since Ma
1
, a
2
,2, a2xt@2yN is a complete set of coset
representatives of < in 2R, there is a unique j, 14j42xt@2y, such that
a
j
#2e3<. For this j, by Lemma 4.5, we have s
1`2e(Dj)"2t!D<D, and for
iOj, 14i42xt@2y, we have s
1`2e(Di)"!D<D. Therefore, for every i,
14i42xt@2y, we have
s
1`2e? 1(Bi)"G
D<D#2t!D<D"2t,
D<D!D<D"0,
i"j,
iOj.
&&2: sc is nontrivial on 2R.'' Since we will restrict sc to <L2R, we may
assume that c3T. Again if sb is or order 2, then sb? sc (Bi)"0. So we will
only consider those characters sb of order 4. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that b"1#2e, e3T. We have
s
1`2e? sc(Bi)" +
x |V
s((1#2e) (1#a
i
#x)T)s (cx)
" +
x |V
s((1#a
i
#2e#x)T)s (cx)
" +
x |V
+
h |T
s((1#a
i
#2e#x)h )s (cx)
" +
h |T
s ((1#a
i
#2e)h) +
x |V
s ((h#c)x).
Noting that M(h#c)x Dx3<N :"(h#c)< is an additive subgroup of 2R, we
see that +
x |V
s ((h#c)x)"D<D if and only if s is trivial on (h#c)<. By the
de"nition of s (see (4.3)), the condition s is trivial on (h#c)< is equivalent to
„(a(h#c)x)"0 for every x3<, which in turn is equivalent to
h1#c6 3<M"=LR/2R by our de"nition of the inner product S) , )T.
Hence
s
1`2e? sc(Bi)"D<D +
h |T, h1`c6 |W
s ((1#a
i
#2e)h).
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representation, we have
h#c"(h#c#2Jhc)#2Jhc,
where h#c#2Jhc3T and Jhc3T (see [8, pp. 313}314]).
Next we write
(1#a
i
#2e)h"(1#a
i
#2e)(h#c)!(1#a
i
#2e)c
"(h#c#2Jhc)#(a
i
#2e)(h#c)
!2Jhc!(1#a
i
#2e)c.
Therefore
s((1#a
i
#2e)h)
"s (h#c#2Jhc) ) s ((a
i
#2e) (h#c)) ) s(2Jhc) ) s(!(1#a
i
#2e)c).
Since h#c#2Jhc3T, and the setZ
a
"Mn (x)3GF(2t) D„(ax)"0, x3TN
contains = as a subset, we see that if h1#c6 3=, then
„(a(h#c#2Jhc))"0, hence s (h#c#2Jhc)"1. Also note that the
term !(1#a
i
#2e)c has nothing to do with h, so s (!(1#a
i
#2e)c) is
merely a root of unity not depending on h. We have
Ds
1`2e? sc (Bi)D"D<D K +h |T,h1 `c6 |W
s ((a
i
#2e) (h#c))s (2Jhc)K.
By (4.3), s(x)"J!1T (ax). Since a31#2T, we have
s (2Jhc)"J!1T (2aJhc)"J!1T (2hc)"J!1T (2ahc)"s(2hc).
Therefore
Ds
1`2e? sc (Bi)D"D<D K +h|T,h1 `c6 |W
s((a
i
#2e)(h#c)#2hc) K
"D<D K +h|T,h1`c6 |W
s((a
i
#2e#2c)(h#c))s (2c2) K
"D<D K +h|T,h1 `c6 |W
s((a
i
#2e#2c)(h#c)) K.
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i
#2e#2c32R, we have (a
i
#2e#2c)(h#c)"(a
i
#2e#2c)]
(h#c#2Jhc). We remind the reader that h#c#2Jhc3T for h, c3T.
Now making a change of variable in the above summation by letting
x"h#c#2Jhc, we have
Ds
1`2e? sc(Bi)D"D<D K +
x |T,
x6 |W
s ((a
i
#2e#2c)x) K.
Therefore,
Ds
1`2e? sc(Bi)D"G
0,
D<D D=D"2t,
a
i
#2e#2cN<"=M,
a
i
#2e#2c3<"=M.
Since Ma
1
, a
2
,2, a2xt@2yN is a complete set of coset representatives of < in 2R,
for "xed e and c, there is a unique j, 14j42xt@2y, such that a
j
#2e#2c3<.
So for that j, we have Ds
1`2e? sc(Bj)D"2t, and for all i, iOj, we have
Ds
1`2e? sc(Bi)D"0.
Summing up, we have shown that the character sums sb? sc(Bi), i"1, 2,
3, . . . , 2xt@2y, match those required by the de"nition of a building set. This
completes the proof of the theorem. j
We now use Theorem 2.3 and the building set in Theorem 4.7 to obtain the
main result on RDSs in this paper.
THEOREM 4.8. ‚et G be an abelian group of order 23t with a subgroup
H:Zt
4
]Zvt@2w
2
. „hen G has a subset D which is a (22t, 2t, 22t, 2t) RDS in
G relative to the subgroup ;:Zt
2
4Zt
4
]M0N4H.
As mentioned in the introduction, this theorem implies that there are RDSs
in groups of rank as low as t#vt
2
w, asymptotically signi"cantly better than
the previous best of 2t. We conclude with four observations regarding
implications of this result to other questions of interest.
1. The example that motivated much of the work in this paper, the
(8, 4, 2) BS in Z2
4
]Z
2
in [1], led directly to a construction of a McFarland
di!erence set in Z2
4
]Z
2
]Z
3
. If we append one more subset
B
2
xt@2y#1"M(x, 0) Dx32RNLR]< to the building set in Theorem 4.7, then we
obtain a family of subsets MB
1
, B
2
, . . . , B
2
xt@2y, B
2
xt@2y`1N in G"R]< with the
property that for every nontrivial character s of G, there is a unique j,
14j42xt@2y#1, such that Ds(B
j
)D"2t, and for all iOj, s (B
i
)"0. (The proof
of this fact is clear from the proof of Theorem 4.7.) This family of subsets
immediately leads to a family of divisible di!erence sets, and in the special
case t"2, it produces the (96, 20, 4) di!erence set in [1], as explained in [14].
(In the case t"1, it gives a (16, 6, 2) di!erence set in Z
4
]Z
2
]Z
2
.) The BSs in
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which require (2t`1, 2t, 2t~1) BSs in groups of order 22t`1 relative to a sub-
group of order 2t. The BSs constructed in Theorem 4.7 are very similar to
these types of BSs, but they do not match the required parameters if t’2.
2. The contraction of the group G"(R, #)]< of Theorem 4.7 by
a subgroup H of ;"2R]M0N of order 2k yields a (2t`vt@2w, 2t, 2xt@2y) building
set in a group isomorphic to Zt~k
4
]Zk`vt@2w
2
. Theorem 2.3 implies that there
will be a (22t, 2t~k, 22t, 2t`k) RDS in any group containing Zt~k
4
]Zk`vt@2w
2
as
a subgroup of index 2xt@2y. When k(xt
2
y, these contracted RDSs are con-
tained in groups with ranks as low as t#vt
2
w, lower than the best previously
known groups of rank 2t!k found in [5].
3. In [5], the authors establish a recursive procedure for constructing
in"nite families of BSs once a base case is discovered. However, in order to
make the recursion work, the groups must have rank at least 2t. This implies
that the recursion will not "nd any new groups containing an RDS.
4. In [6], the authors &&lift'' the example from [1] to give examples of
(16, 8, 16, 2) RDSs di!erent than any previous examples. This suggests that
there may be a similar lift of the examples in this paper to RDSs which exceed
the square root bound.
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